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"Wham! Zoom! Rave! - and it's not Ready Steady Go, even if it sometimes looks why 
like it. The sound effects are produced by the erupting of underground ; 
architectural protest magazines. Architecture, staid queen-mother of the arts, is N J 
no longer courted by plush glossies and cool scientific journals alone but is 
having her skirts blown up and her bodice unzipped by irregular newcomers, / lt/ ^ ft 
which are -typically- rhetorical, with-it moralistic, mis-spelled, improvisatory, 
anti-smooth, funny-format, cliquey, art-oriented but stoned out of their minds with 

science-fiction images of an alternative architecture that would be perfectly 
possible tomorrow if only the Universe were differently organized." 

Reyner Banham, "Zoom Wave Hits Architecture" in New Society 3, March 
1966, p.21. 
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In recent years, there has been a wide-ranging resurgence of international interest in 
1960s/70s architecture. Yet the experimental publications that were the engine of that 
intensely creative period have been neglected. This project will document, exhibit and 
analyze the remarkable outburst of new forms of publication that echoed yet transcended 
the radical avant-garde publications of the 1920s. If little magazines drove the historical 
avant-garde, the 1960s and 70s saw a rebirth and transformation of the little magazine 
that launched a whole range of experimental practices. This exhibition tracks the key role 
of the little magazine. The terms little and magazine are not taken at face value. Essays, 
reviews, artwork, letters, criticism, books, radical papers, event, cookbooks, collages, 
manifestos, flyers, postcards and various ephemera are all considered to be part of the 
emergent phenomenon. 

The term “Little Magazine” was originally used to designate a host of predominantly 
literary magazines of the early twentieth century that took as their purpose the publication 
of art, literature, or social theory by progressive writers. Set apart from established 
periodicals by their often non-commercial operations and small circulation, such 
magazines nonetheless often aimed to influence the dominant periodicals, claiming to be 

“the magazines that the other magazines read.” Such a phenomenon was clearly not 
limited to the beginning of the century. By the mid 1960s, Reyner Banham would see a 
new set of “irregular newcomers” that aimed to blow apart the conventions of what had 
become a rather staid field of “plush glossies.” These new magazines were not simply a 



While many of the magazines included in this exhibit acknowledge a historical legacy, 
merging contemporary political and social concerns with the artistic expression of the 
early modem period, the exhibit will emphasize the characteristics of a new period of 
revolutionary experimentation of the 1960s and 1970s. In the general spirit of an age of 
radical change, architectural publications of the period presented themselves as a depth 
charge that would blow apart the conventions of a modernism that was dramatically ill- 

equipped to reflect the changing political, sociql and artistic experimentation of the time. 
This mixture of dissent and invention can be f6und in a vast array of publications (over 
50 different titles with as many as 1500 issues) produced between 1965 and 1975, that 
will be brought together in the exhibition. While these magazines are not all necessarily 
“architectural,” architecture is the lens through which we focus on the neo-avant-garde 
experiments of the period. What is notable is the promiscuity of word and image that 
crosses disciplinary boundaries in ways that earlier magazines had not. 

History: 

One can trace the history of the little magazine to the 19th-century The Dial (Boston, 

184CM-4), a transcendentalist review edited by Ralph Waldo Emerson and Margaret 
Fuller, and the English Savoy (1896), a manifesto in revolt against Victorian materialism. 
The publication of little magazines continued in the 20th-century. The most notable in the 
first decades of the century is The Little Review, edited by Margaret Anderson, and 
published in Chicago, San Francisco, New York, Paris from 1914-29. The Dial, 

resurrected in New York by Marianne Moore in the 1920s, pushed at the limits of what 
constituted a little magazine as The Dial had more than 30,000 readers by the mid-1920s. 
Publication of significant little magazines through the 1930s would parallel and expand 
into a significant representation of the avant- garde in the visual and literary arts. In 
addition to important literary and arts magazines in the decade such as Criterion (1922- 

39) edited by T.S. Eliot, the 1930s saw an increase in publications concerned with 
articulating the voice of the left-wing movement such as Modern Quarterly (1923-40) or 
the The Partisan Review (1933-) which originally began as a political magazine, but 
turned quickly to literary concerns. 

In the 1940s little magazines came to be associated with groups of writers and poets in 
academic circles. The late 1960s and early 1970s saw an explosion of a new breed of 
little magazines published by small underground presses, students, break-off groups 
within established magazines amongst others which served to prompt a revolution in 
cultural materials that is an articulation of the voice of a neo-avant-garde that would 

reject established attitudes and rebel against established artistic expression and theory. 
This cultural energy produced hundreds of mostly short-lived reviews, including the New 

York Quarterly, Aphra, A Feminist Literary Magazine, The Little Magazine, and The 

American Review. The exhibit will explore the similar outburst of radical publications in 
''(architecture. 

Contemporary relevance: 

What is the place of little magazines in culture today? By vocation magazines aim to be 
timely, but also ephemeral and disposable. While they are often spoken of, and 
sometimes read, once they have passed from currency they tend to be scattered in 



libraries, archives, and private collections. This exhibition will contribute to the 
resurgence of interest in the architecture of the 1960s and 1970s by assembling a large 
selection of the period’s little magazines so that they can be assessed together in a 
manner that will be unique to the exhibition. Assembling much of the material for the 
first time, it will enable a viewing that was not even available to those the lived through 
and created the period. If there is a current interest in the decades of the 60s and 70s, 

there is also a growing interest in the renewed relevance of the form of the magazine as it 
enters into a period of mutation. Assembling such a historical field of inventive 
publications, we hope, might kindle a new generation of ‘irregular newcomers.’ 

A hypothesis of this exhibit is that the proliferation of digital communication and 
production has played an enormous role in defining contemporary avant-garde practice. 
The instantaneity and spontaneity of an e-zine or blog challenge us to reconsider the 
pertinence of publication and interaction. Has the digital media made print media 
superfluous? Unexpectedly, e-books failed to replace printed books and one could argue 
the case that e-magazines cannot supplant printed magazines. The seamless overlap of 

image, text and sound that digital media permits is anticipated in the variety of material 
expressions that make up the little magazine of the ’60s and ’70s. One could even posit 
that the status of the technological today was anticipated in the hallucinatory reveries of 
the architectural avant-garde of the 1960s of the future to come: of social desire and 
technological fantasy in dreams of collective living, pneumatics, instant structures, 
energy crises and political positions. 

Tracking the little magazine is a complex endeavor. A professional magazine may be 
little for a period because of a change of editorial direction and may pursue a path of 
publishing experimental projects for a period. Architecture may feature strongly in a little 

magazine that focused on issues in other fields. We may track the littleness in the entire 
life of a little, self-published magazine and see its littleness dissipate as publication 
numbers and circulation expand. These and other themes will be explored in the exhibit. 
Moments of littleness are fleeting and improvised. The publications and materials that 

will be exhibited remain as the record of the pulse of a moment. 

The exhibit: 

The basic exhibition strategy will be to present, “a lot of a little.” We will exhibit the 
covers of approximately 1,500 magazines. It is hoped that we will be able to borrow all of/ 
the issues from private collections. It is possible that in lieu of, or to the augment the 
display of original magazines, that a “wallpaper” made of all of the photographed covers 
of the magazines at their original size will be installed on at least a wall that is the full 

length of the Storefront or may wrap the entire perimeter. It is likely that the covers will 
be arranged alphabetically and chronologically by year. When available, the original 
magazine will replace the reproduction. This will permit a survey of the impact of 
quantity by year, changes in graphics, headlines, special issues, etc. The exhibit of 
magazines poses a limit in that the contents of each magazine cannot be fully accessed. 
But we first of all believe that the display of the covers allows an enormous amount of 
information to be apprehended in the typographical and graphic layout of the magazine. 
Secondly, the exhibit itself will also present a kind of mirroring of the inside and the 
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outside of the magazine. A display system will allow us to exhibit certain key moments in 
the pages of the magazines. The third element that will be critical to the exhibit is a 
database that will emphasize the connections between people, events, objects, projects 
and exhibits that link and establish a virtual network amongst the various magazines. This 

i database will contain scanned images, articles, ads, editorials and other content of the 
|| magazines and will be negotiated through key terms. A series of events is planned in 
1 parallel to the exhibition, including inviting protagonists from the period to speak about it 

in relation to the display. 
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J Working List of Magazines and Key terms:: 

1/ 
Magazines: 

AD ON SITE Architectural 
Archithese Oz Association Quarterly 
Casabella Le Carre Bleu Design Quarterly 
Lotus Superfici Studio International 
AMC Skyline Interfunktionen 
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Oppositions Archigram SITE 
Arquitecturas Bis Architecture Principe Whole Earth Catalog 
Carrer de la Ciutat IN Dome Cookbooks 

\ Controspazio Nueva Forma Melp! 
l Contropiano Cuadems Street Farmer 

L’Architecture Internationa! Utopie 
Jp \ d’aujourd’hui, Situationniste Etc. 

w Domus Megascope 
October Clipkit 

Groups: 

9999 Global Tools (Milano) Studio 65 

f 1 IrA Ant Farm Gruppo Cavart Superstudio 
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■ Archigram Gruppo Strum UFO 
Architeture Principe Haus-Rucker-Co Urban Fiction (Vienna) 
Archizoom Libidarch Utopie 
Coop Himmelb(l)au Missing Link Zziggurat 
Design Studio 65 Onyx 
Eventstmcture Research SITE (Sculpture in the 
Group Environment) 

People: Cedric Price Gaetano Pesce 
Alessandro Carlini Elfried Huth and Gianni Pettena 
Alessandro Mendini Gunther Domenig Gunther Feuerstein 
Allan Wexler Ettore Sottsass jr. Hans Hollein 
Andrea Banzi Franco Raggi Heinz Frank 
Bemd and Hilla Becher Frantisek Lesak Mario Terzic 
Carlo Guenzi Friederich St Florian Max Peintner 



Exhibition proposal outline for Storefront 

One page summary of project that includes: 
Title, Curatorial team; one paragraph synopsis; List of all project products; Total budget 

amount; Funding sources; Proposed venues & timeframe 

Full proposal 
Curatorial Statement (make sure to emphasis the relevance with in the context of and 
connection to Storefront’s program and audience). 

List & description of products (exhibition, publication, database, panel discussion, 

lectures, etc. All products must be identified in the budget) 

Detailed budget (include both expenses and income) 

Funding plan (detailed plan listing sources and amounts from the income portion of the 

budget, should indicate status: confirmed, pending, deadlines and notification dates etc.) 

Check list (complete list of material for exhibition as well as status of material collected) 

Work plan & list of key participants (detailed timeline for all aspects of the projects 
production, including fundraising, also need bios and designated roles. If necessary 

break out timelines for specific components, i.e. database, exhibition, publication, etc.) 

Supporting material: visual examples, sample intro or section text., other. 

Preliminary exhibition design (must be reflected in budget) 

Writing samples (seminar papers) 

Statement on need of copyright permission, insurance and loan agreements (must be 

reflected in the budget). 

Exhibition and event schedule/itinerary (list of all confirmed and interested venues, with 

timeframe) 

List of references and bibliography. 


